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ARCHITECT | CLIENT
Mario Bellini, Milan | die developer Projektentwicklung GmbH, Düsseldorf

Façade in the public eye
The anthracite-coloured ceramic cladding sheets of the seven-storey high building are illuminated from the nadir of the
façade. In addition, apart from the initially planned warm white,
the client asked to be able to use other light colours to suit
different events
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The LED-WallWashers were recessed into TTC stainless steel
drainage channels and covered with linear TTC aluminium
grids.
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DRAINLIGHT [LED + CHANNEL + GRID]
Exterior

Products
→

TTC Drainlight [LED + channel + grid]

→

LED-WallWasher, warm white + RGB

→

TTC Stainless steel drainage channels

→

Linear KSF aluminium grids

Features
→

Light colours dimmable and controllable using DMX
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DRAINLIGHT [LED + CHANNEL + GRID]
LED-WallWasher | Light colours dimmable and controllable with DMX

Façade illumination
The type 1200-36 and type 600-18 LED-WallWashers were installed in approx. 200 m of TTC Drainlights with stainless steel
façade drainage channels having a width of 200 mm, which
had been installed around the building. The WallWashers can
be individually adjusted to meet the varying slopes of the façade.
A TTC KSF linear aluminium grating with a bar spacing of 15
mm was chosen to cover the channels.
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The light colours are dimmable and controllable using DMX.
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DRAINLIGHT [LED + CHANNEL + GRID]
LED WallWasher | Stainless steel fçade drainage channel | aluminium grating KSF

Drainlight [LED + channel + grid]

TTC Façade drainage channel
→

Approx. 200 metres façade drainage channels made of
stainless steel

→

Width 200 mm

LED WallWasher
→

144 units 120 cm each | 36 LEDs
44 units 60 cm each | 18 LEDs

→

Light colours: warm white + RGB

→

Protection class: IP65

TTC KSF linear comb grating
→→

Approx. 200 metres aluminium gratings

→→

15 mm bar spacing
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